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Support for this app: or Send a donation (blog Mottokrosh and app) Prometheus AppsEntertainmentIt is a character sheet that can be used by people who play a pen and paper RPG game called Pathfinder. It has many functions and can store any information that can be added to a piece of paper. Each information is classified on the page to be as easy as
possible to find the information you need each time. Special features.1) You can keep your character's level or if you have subclasses you can keep the level of each subclass.2) You can add the experience you take from each quest, and the app notifies you to the next level after reaching the next experience.3) Automatic ability modifier calculator. The app
calculates the ability modifier every time you change the ability capability ability is used for any other statistic that needs it, and there is no need for you to add it to hand.5) Automatic feet to square conversion.6) You can add your weapon or even your attacks on the Equipment page. Alternatively, you can add a roll of action where you choose to die type,
modifier, etc. or just leave it blank if you want to use your real dice roller has a 1 second delay between each click in order to prevent misclicks or cheats ;) (I intend to add it as a user option (turn it on or off) in the future version, but I'm waiting for your feedback if it's really needed).8) Standard skills are added when you create a new character, but you can
add more skills if you want something extra. In addition, the skills automatically take the ability modifier from the ability page. You only need to set up your ranks.9) You can store your exploits, special abilities with a name and description. (Note: if you add a description, a small notepad icon will appear on the right side of each of your items, which you can
click to read it.10) Spells are categorized by level. You can also see how many spells of each level you know.11) You can store notes about your campaign.12) Dice video. You'll notice a little die image next to anything that can be rolled off to die. (Opportunities that saves Cmb checks, etc. modifiers are automatically calculated from the information you
inserted into the sheet. (Personally I don't use this feature :P there's nothing better than rolling a dice: D.... But it works well, try it! ).13) You can save an unlimited number of characters. (I find this character sheet app very easy to understand and use, but if you have any questions feel free to ask me in the comments or email me and I will update the
frequently asked for future references.) Note 1: This app does not contain any predetermined exploits, spells or special abilities, and probably it will never have, as they are protected by the rules of the copyright rite, and I do not have permission to use them. So you have to add information about each item on your own from your books or other sources.
Sorry about that. Note 2: This app was originally made for me and my friends, so expect some minor errors, but I don't think that find something serious. Although, if you find any errors, report them in your comments or send me an email and I'll try to fix them as soon as possible. (1.4) - Hp and non-lethal dmg tracking (offered by Benjamin) - Made.- Temp
Modifiers for cmd CMB ----Ready- Add Date Notes -- Add Temp Ability Results.- Tracking used spells. (offered by Benjamin) - Todo- Show list with rows you've spent on skills for easy access - DoneFuture - Familiar Sheet - Todo, but it will take some time. If someone can email me a link with a character sheet for acquaintances or animal mates to take as an
example, it will help greatly. Thanks to :)Contact me through the site prometheusapps.contact@gmail.comI hope you like my app. Thanks for your comments. Have fun.- Fixed reported bugs- Fixed one bug in the dialogue of activity creation.- Longer names for everything.- Negative numbers are allowed now- Armor items are now shown as attack items.-
Manual sorting skills by skill class, modifier.- Automatically add No 3 to skills if it's a skill class and rows of qgt;1- Automatically add general armor to check the skill. (If you choose the box) (Don't forget to change your skills if you've added it as a fashion tempo) - Tracking the total number spent 8 pages of character sheet for Dungeon and Dragons 3.5 and
Pathfinder, designed to fit in 8x5 planners back to the top of page 3.5 pages of Character Character Sets Of The Masters collection of character sheets available for download as a file.zip. 3.5 The Character Leaf Of the Wizards of the Coast is a simple and useful sheet for any character of the 3rd edition. My version of this sheet, for Word, is available here.
Dyslexic Studios Website to order builds your D'D 3.5 or Pathfinder character sheet or group record sheet. Neat! Mad Irishman Many sheets of characters, for the main D'D, ADD, and d20 HG, can be found on Mad Irishman's website. back at the top of page 3.5 Monster List This index page lists all SRD creatures for D'D 3.5. Donjon Generator website offers
a treasure generator and CALCULATOR XP as well as dungeon, NPC, meetings and weather generators... and more. It's an amazing resource. Obsidian portal This site will help you manage your desktop RPG, and allows players to access game materials and discuss your campaign. RANDOM'ERIER Lance Boudreaux's Randomizer generates random
tables for anything from meetings and dungeon headbands to crappy adventure hooks and BBEG's. It's great for throwing a curveball into your game, dealing with an unexpected player choice, or a little inspiration when you can't come up with something to satisfy the moment. Roll20 Roll20 is an easy-to-use virtual countertop, Brings pen and paper games
online the right way. It's pretty easy to use, and works well for games with distant gaming buddies. back to the top of the Birthright page The official homepage of the old TSR customization campaign is supported by Arjan Duijs. The Dark Sun Burnt World Athas Is Still Still With this, the official home of the dark sun campaign is a tweak. Dragonlance Kender,
gully gnomes, tinkering dwarves, and more can be found on this site. Eberron This campaign setting has a meaty, steampunk edge to it. This article by Vicky has links and a useful review of the setting. Forgotten Realms Wikipedia is an excellent resource for campaigns in the Kingdom set. The Greyhawk My Greyhawk page returns the settings to the classic,
box (576 CY). Planescape is the official site for this classic, evocative and innovative 2nd edition campaign setting. back to the top of the ADVANCED DUNGEONS page - DRAGONS SUPPORT Rules, Forms and Links to my 3rd edition of THE D. 5TH EDITION DUNGEONS - DRAGONS SUPPORT This site has reference sheets, links and additions for
your DD games using the 5th edition. D'D Classics Is your one-stop online store for classic and old-school D'D products from TSR and Wizards coast, delivered straight to your desktop in PDF format. TSR Archives Lists and organizes almost every product that has ever come out on Dungeons and Dragons games... in all its incarnations. It's a great resource!
back to the top of the FJARRSTRAND SAGAS page this Scandinavian/Celtic post-apocalyptic setting for the Barbarians of Lemuria RPG. Frog God game Picking up in the footsteps of Necromanc game (which they purchased), Frog God game releases excellent materials for swords and magic and pathfinder. Goodman Games Creators Dungeon Crawl
Classics adventure line for the 3rd edition (on both sides of the DM screen) and Dungeon Crawl Classic RPG. Green Ronin Publishing Green Ronin publishes the True20 system as well as excellent Thieves Of the World and Freeport source books. Paizo Publishing Pathfinder RPG and Supplements, as well as general, quality accessories for DDD
Pendragon All kinds of material for King Arthur Pendragon role-playing game is available on this site, including maps, reference sheets, historical notes and rules of clarification. Reaper Miniatures You can look for mini by type of weapons, armor, floor and race ... very useful. 'D20 System,' 'D20 System logo,' Dungeons and Dragons, and D.D. are registered
trademarks owned by the Wizards of the Coast. The website 2018 Chris Perkins Standard Character Sheets for OKD 3.5 and Pathfinder are trying to cover all the different classes and all possible characters with the same design, meaning there is a lot of space wasted while the important details get overlooked. These sheets are different for each character.
At the top of the main pages each class gets its own page, as well as additional support pages for inventory, spells, animal mates, etc. the result is a full set of sheets tailored to your character. You can even choose the color. How can I use this? First, go to the Download tab and start building your character with either pathfinder or dungeons and dragons. In
a few steps, you'll be able to download an individual PDF containing exactly who you you you The sheets of symbols are made for printing on A4 paper (or A5, which is A4 cut in half) and not on a US letter. Since they will be written in pencil and rubbed a lot, I recommend printing them on thick paper (120gsm) or a thin card (160gsm) and using both sides of
the sheet. Where the page has two halves of A5, you should be able to print out the same page on either side of the A4 and then cut it in half. Do I still need to buy books? Yes, you'll still need rules to play the game. These sheets of symbols don't replace them at all, they just make it easier to track. Both Paizo and The Wizards of the Coast have created
great things and I sincerely encourage you to go out and buy it. The same goes for any third party material you play with. No, they are made to be printed out and written in pencil. Is there a version that I can fill in with a computer and then print out? No, because doing it for the entire set of hundreds of pages and making sure all the calculations are correct
would be too much work. Other people can take a copy of my sheets and add features like that, and some of them have done a start on it. Are they available in other languages? Yes, the sheets have been translated into several languages and more translations in the works, but this is a very big job. Contact me if you are interested in helping to translate it
into your own language. What about foreign spelling? I'm English. American spelling is available as a language option, but it is not and will never be the default. Default.
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